Handwritten responses to discussion questions:

1. Based on your age, what generation do you belong to?
   - Silent Generation
   - Generation X
   - Baby Boomer
   - Silent Generation
   - Baby Boomer Generation
   - Millennial Generation (22, born in 1989)
   - Generation X

2. Do you agree with the trend data that was presented about your generation or your observations of other generations?
   - Yes
   - Yes, I agree with the data
   - Overall needs to be broader
   - Saw myself in the area of downsizing after becoming an empty nester. However, the move was to a suburban area.
   - Agree
   - Agreed
   - Agree with the trend data on my own generation. Our generation (millennial) is very competitive and goal oriented.
   - It seems close to being accurate. Many of the generational analysis on the mark

3. Thinking about your past how have your needs and wants changed; do you see your needs and wants changing in the future?
   - We need more sidewalks in the community. The reason I moved to this area is because of location, and the cost of living.
   - Yes, improve job opportunities
   - No
   - No
• Yes, especially in our generation (millennial), a lot of us do not have children/homes yet by 2030 or needs will change greatly.
• Yes there has been need changed for technology to be come literate to maintain career. Advancements needed in keeping up with the trends in technology, advancement in career, looking for retirement needs.

From Group Discussion

• Millennial - moved back - Kenton County has small town feel. Cincinnati close by so not in middle of it but close enough
• Major factors - central location (Eismere) transportation convenient, price was just right. Location very convenient can still move around. Still that convenient.
• Not as convenient as it could be
• Cannot have it until people give up cars
• Connections are available to the world. If you live out in county - no bus line. Would love to live out but can’t (without bus line)
• TANK doesn't go into communities. Lost Garvey - available only on Dixie. Would be more convenient for elderly. Buses should run later into industrial areas. People work late hours TANK does not service that area (industrial area) adequately.
• Good connections to NKU
• Not convinced NKY wants to be a modern urban center. Kenton County community oriented. Not connected enough to say we want services.
• If there should be any change - economics will hopefully drive consolidation.
• Tax base - this area is so anti-tax. Planning is going to be about give and take.

4. As you think about your needs and wants and those of other generations are there certain aspects that are either missing or can be improved upon in Kenton County?

• The street pavement needs to be a priority, sewer and sanitation need to be addressed
• More entertainment life for the young. Entertainment is on the riverfronts needs to be open to the communities. Better sidewalks, parks, trails, and transportation options.
• Sanitation, housing, more sidewalks
• Streets, affordable housing, upkeep of parks
• Transportation can be more effective. Sometimes we have too many bus lines to areas that don’t need it and then areas that need more buses don't have them (i.e. 3 bus lines to NKU, but on a limited service to industrial park)
• Educational opportunities, job market, entrepreneurship black owned businesses, increased global awareness, environment, better roads - transportation.

From Group Discussion

• Tax base - services costs have gone up and we need to keep up with increasing (the) tax base to keep up.
• Housing - streets seem really narrow.
• Live on Park (street) but repaving is not kept up. Dilapidated houses need to be condemned.
- Some houses are older. Upkeep and maintenance.
- Recreation - needs to be upgraded. More kids walking up and down railroad track instead of some kind of recreation.
- Kids like to hang out at parks. Put (in) a playground - community gardens. Kids need to have recreation options.

5. What are the needs in Kenton County that are important across multiple generations?

- Education
- Medical access in communities
- Affordable housing, rec. crises center for women and children
- Recreation and housing
- Affordable housing, funding for recreation, funding for education, treatment for drug abuse and education
- Low income housing, homeless prevention and food assistance for all families including single women w/o families and pregnant women, Need more shelters/transitional living conditions
- Affordable housing, increased job opportunities, mass transportation, viable community centers (meeting place), widening of roads and streets, updated utility system, revitalization of community, new subdivisions, historical maintenance, community trails, diverse school/neighborhood, recreational family facility

From Group Discussion

- Don’t have enough services for families in crises - food services - not enough help.
- Nothing (assistance to families) in other areas further out than in Covington
- Not much diversity
- Elsmere has even diversity - diverse enough
- Urban access points (medical was example) - St. E - access to medical care
- Education - needs to be broad based opportunity for employment
- Schools (education) have to meet employment needs.

General Comments

Small crowd need more people